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National Violence Monitoring System (NVMS)
Program
The Habibie Center Peace and Policy Review, published through
the NVMS program, is intended to provide accurate and up-todate data and analysis of violence for the Government and civil
society in Indonesia, to support the data-based policy formulation,
and program formulation of conflict management. This program
is funded by The Korea Economic Transitions and Peacebuilding
Trust Fund and implemented since 2012 through the cooperation
between The Habibie Center, Deputy I of the Coordinating Ministry
of Welfare, and The World Bank.
One of the focal points of the NVMS program is the construction of
a database to record all incidents of violence in the target provinces,
which is updated on a regular basis. The NVMS database belongs
to the Coordinating Ministry of Welfare and can be accessed from
www.snpk-indonesia.com. The current database encompasses
thirteen provinces in Indonesia: Aceh, Lampung, Kalimantan Barat,
Kalimantan Tengah, Kalimantan Timur, Maluku, Maluku Utara,
Sulawesi Tengah, Papua, Papua Barat, Nusa Tenggara Timur (NTT),
Nusa Tenggara Barat (NTB), and Greater Jakarta (Jabodetabek).
Previous studies on conflict have shown that local Indonesian
newspapers are the most appropriate source of information to
collect violence data on a systematic and continuous basis. Thus,
NVMS builds its database using multiple local newspapers in the
thirteen target provinces, with other sources routinely used for
verification. To maximize the data analysis, the database uses
a broad definition of violence, namely actions resulting in direct
physical impacts. For each incident of violence, a number of key
variables are recorded in the database, including date and location
of the incident; physical impact to persons and property; trigger
and form of violence; actors involved and weapons used; and
effort to defuse violence and their results.
This Peace and Policy Review is published by The Habibie Center
periodically every four months aiming to illustrate new trends and
patterns of violence that emerge in the target provinces of the
NVMS program. The Peace and Policy Review represent the views
of the The Habibie Center’s NVMS team.

Executive Summary
•

The National Violence Monitoring System (SNPK)
Program systematically and continuously observes
the Provinces of Aceh, Lampung, Kalimantan Barat,
Kalimantan Tengah, Kalimantan Timur, Maluku,
Maluku Utara, Sulawesi Tengah, Papua, Papua Barat,
Nusa Tenggara Timur (NTT), Nusa Tenggara Barat
(NTB), and Greater Jakarta (Jakarta-Bogor-DepokTangerang-Bekasi). As part of SNPK program, The
Habibie Center’s Peace and Policy Study is intended
to describe the trends of violence monitored during
January-April 2014 and discuss violence issues in the
2014 Legislative Election.

•

In the first four months of 2014 it was recorded
there were 3,067 violent incidents claiming 344 lives
and injuring 2,693 with 319 being raped and 353
buildings damaged.1 The violence during the period
was dominated by Crimes (56.89%), followed by
Violent Conflicts (30.97%). Other types of violence
monitored here were Domestic Violence/KDRT
(7.3%) and Violence by security personnel (4,8%).
Some violent incidents crucial to be closely observed
in this period is land-related conflicts, conflict of
identity, terrorism as well as separatism, issues on
civil servants recruitment and competition among
actors in the 2014 Legislative Election.

•

The SNPK data records that 115 incidents related
to conflicts of resources, which claimed 27 lives,
injured 378 and damaged 60 buildings were
dominated by land conflicts (71.3%) with 22 deaths,
317 people injured and 54 buildings damaged. The
fairly prominent violent cases included 33 incidents
of land conflicts between Dani and Moni tribes
and between Dani and Amungme tribes in Mimika
district, Papua, which claimed 15 lives, injured 272
people and damaged 21 building. The land conflicts
were triggered by unclear land ownership (communal
land/ tanah ulayat) which generated claims over
lands which ended up with violence.

•

occurred in Ambon city claimed one live, injured 12
people and damaged 18 building. The inter-village
conflicts in Ambon often take place in Kelurahan
(Villages) of Kudamati, Batu Merah and Batu Gantung,
in which most of the conflicts triggered by mockery
and fights between youths. Beside that, the SNPK
data also records that all conflicts between tribal
groups in this period occurred in Mikima district,
Papua, causing two deaths, 45 people injured and
four building damaged.

The SNPK data also records that between Januari April 2014 there was a decline in violent incidents
related to identity conflicts (22%), injured 162
people and damaged 66 buildings. The majority of
the identity-related violent incidents in this period
occurred due to inter-village conflicts (33%). The
highest number of conflicts, namely 15 incidents,

1
The number is based on the data downloaded from www.snpkindonesia.com on May 19th, 2014 and is subject to change as data
updating process is conducted on a monthly basis.
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•

In the beginning of 2014, the SNPK data also records
violent incidents that were related to movements
of terrorism and separatism. Four violent actions
were taken by terrorist groups between JanuaryApril 2014 and all of the incidents took place in
Sulawesi Tengah. Two bombing incidents occurred
in Radar office in Sulawesi Tengah, Palu on February
24th, 2014 and in Jalan Desa Pantangolemba village
road, Poso Pesisir Selatan, Poso on February 25th,
2014. The other two incidents were armed conflict
between Special Detachment Densus 88 and terrorist
suspects in Poso Pesisir Selatan on February 6th, 2014
and in Poso Pesisir Utara on March 3, 2014 in which
three were killed and two injured. The three dead
people included two terrorist suspects and one
police officer. The violence from the the separatism
conflicts in this period occurred in Papua Province
in which 17 incidents claimed 15 lives, injured 11
people and damaged four buildings. The incidents
in this category mostly occurred in Puncak Jaya
district, in which 11 incidents claimed eight lives
and injured six people. Separatism conflicts are one
of the deadliest conflicts which claimed 15 lives in
17 incidents. Separatist conflicts are very deadly
because all incidents recorded in the period used
guns.

•

In the governance-related conflict category, in this
period there were 88 violent incidents which made 41
people injured and 50 buildings damaged. Half of the
number (44 incidents) was triggered by government
programs such as Civil Servants Recruitment (CPNS)
in the areas like Maluku Utara, Maluku, Sulawesi
Tengah, Nusa Tenggara Barat and Aceh. The conflicts
made 10 people injured and 22 buildings damaged.

•

The second part of the Peace and Policy Study of
The Habibie Center focuses on the violence related
to the 2014 Legislative Election. In the period
The Habibie Center

•

between January and April 2004 there were 162
violent incidents related to the 2014 Legislative
Election which claimed seven lives, injured 68 people
and damaged 54 buildings. The analysis on the SNPK
data demonstrates some key issues in the legislative
election-related conflicts, such as:
•

First, violent incidents were dominated by smallscaled and local violence. The majority of violent
incidents took the forms of destruction of campaign
tools (46%) such as large posters and destruction
of competitors’ properties such as cars, houses and
party’s command posts whereas the distribution of
violent incidents was centralized in Aceh province
(53.7%). The emergence of new conflict patterns after
the Helsinki, namely horizontal conflicts between exGAM members can be identified from the incidents
in the competition related to the legislative election
in Aceh during the period between January and April
2014.

•

Secondly, participation of actors in the 2014
Legislative Election played an important role in
preserving peaceful election in Indonesia. Increased
number of Indonesian citizen shows in general
that one of the important things, namely voters,
have supported democracy initiatives in Indonesia.
However, in some areas, other actors such as political
parties, legislative candidates and the crowd of
supporters not sportingly utilized violent methods in
overcoming competition in the legislative seats. This
has been exaggerated by partiality of some election
organizers.

•

•

---

Third, the open-list and proportional representation
general election as adopted in the 2014 Legislative
Election was not the cause of the occurrence of
the violent incidents. It requires time and process
in order to generate maturity among the election’s
participants and election commissions which may
utilize the system maturely. Specifically, violent
incidents occurred at the levels of districts/ cities,
subdistricts and villages so that all parties were
encouraged to consider local conditions.

Definition
Due to the broad scope of the concept of violence, the
NVMS program applies several important definitions for
classifying types of violence as follows:
Violent conflict is a type of violence caused by a
dispute or conflict, in which a certain party becomes
the target of violence. The definition of violent conflict
encompasses small-scale incidents involving a small
number of individuals and also large-scale incidents
between groups.

Lastly, the study has become an important lesson
on the eve of the presidential election scheduled
on July 9, 2014. Peaceful deal between presidential
candidates Prabowo-Hatta and Jokowi-JK was
expected to be able to reduce violent potential during
the campaign period and cooling-off days before the
polling day. In view of the SNPK data that shows
the highest number of violent incidents in the last
legislative election occurred in the campaign phase,
the peaceful deal would be able to reduce violent
potential which may occur in presidential candidate
campaign periods due to intensified competitions.
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The study also shows that despite decreased
number of incidents from the campaign to ballot
phases, violence recurred in the vote recapitulation.
Such tendency has indicated to all relevant parties
the needs to take anticipatory and alert actions
in the vote recapitulation phase of the upcoming
Presidential Election. This tendency is also justified
by two factors, namely for the first time there are
only two presidential candidates and the president
elect will be determined based on 50 percent + 1
vote. Beside that, another requirement to be won
by the candidates, namely the minimum 20% votes
in each province, spreading to more than half of
all the provinces across Indonesia also aroused
controversies as it is deemed unfit for the condition
where there are only two presidential candidates.
This may trigger conflicts since in spite of the fact
that a particular presidential candidate wins more
than 50% votes, but if the candidate does not get
20% spread votes, the second-round election needs
to be held.

Violent crime is an incident of violence occurring without
the existence of previous disputes and the targeting of
a certain party.
Security forces violence refers to all violent actions done
by the security forces in handling criminality. The actions
include violence within or exceeding their authority.
Domestic violence is physical violence committed by a
household member to another, in which the perpetrator
and victim live in one household, including violence
committed by a household member against a household
maid.
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Part 1. Patterns and Trends of Violence in Thirteen
Provinces

Picture 2. Comparison of Incident and Impact of Violence in 13
Provinces (September-December 2013 and January-April 2014)

The Peace and Policy Study for The Period between January
and April 2014 recorded 3,067 violent incidents with the
following impacts: 344 deaths, 2693 injured people, 319 rapes
as well as 353 damaged buildings in four months (Picture 1).
In the period the violent incidents crucially to be noted were
the violence related to Legislative Election held on April 19th,
2014 and 33 incidents related to land conflicts in Mimika
between Dani and Moni tribes since early January 2014.
The conflict between both tribes caused increased number
of injured people in March 2014, in which 6 clash incidents
injured 22 people.
The problem in the civil servants recruitment (CPNS) was
related to the violence in the governance conflicts rose in
February 2014. At least 21 incidents related to the civil servants
recruitment (CPNS); in Maluku Utara (4 incidents), Maluku (3
incidents), Sulawesi Tengah (7 incidents), Nusa Tenggara Barat
(4 incidents), and Aceh (2 incidents). Identity-based violence
often happens, such as tribal violence in Papua between Holat
and Bombay tribes in Mimika Papua which caused 2 deaths,
and 3 injured people. Moreover, inter-religious violence in
Dopi Mountains in Taunca Poso village, Poso district, between
terrorist group suspect and the police. Consequently, each
party lost one person in armed contacts.

The SNPK data divides the types of violence into four
categories, namely violent conflicts, crimes, domestic
violence, and security forces violence (Table 1). Starting
from early 2014, violence was dominated by crimes and
violent conflicts. In the period between January and April
2014 the categories with the highest number incidents
were crimes (56.89%), violent conflicts (30.97%), domestic
violence (7.3%) and security forces violence (4.8%). The four
categories will be elaborated in part 1 a. violent conflicts and
1b. crimes, domestic violence and security forces violence.
Both parts will explain the dominant conflicts and violence
during the period.

Generally speaking, there was no increase in the number
of incidents in this period compared to the previous period
(Picture 2). However, if further observed on the categories
of the violent conflicts, conflict incidents related to elections
and positions rose to 215% in this period. Such increase was
dominated by violent incidents related to Legislative General
Election in April 2014. For the impacts of violence, the fairly
significant increase was in injuries (13%). Such increase
came from conflicts related to resources and taking law into
own hands incidents.

In the first four months period of 2014, the number of dead
people due to the resources conflicts increased twice and
the injuries also rose about three times compared to the
last four months of 2013. In this period was recorded 115
violent incidents related to resources issues, resulting in 27
deaths, injuring 378 people, and damaging 60 buildings. The
violence related to resources issues was dominated by land

Picture 1. Incidents and Impacts of Violence in 13 Provinces (January 2012-December 2013)
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Tribal fights between the two tribes broke out on February
4, 2014. The SNPK data records eight incidents that caused
three deaths, injured 22 people and damaged 17 buildings.

Table 1. Incidents and Impacts of Violence According to
Types of Violence in 13 Provinces (January-April 2014)

Based on the conflicts in Irrigation and Jayanti complexes,
the inter-tribal conflicts in Mimika are easily fueled due to
fights of communal land entitlement. The conflicts happened
as the issues always involved mobilization of masses and the
conflicts often lasted long. If observed more deeply, there are
factors underlying those things. The first one is the land value
as the main source of livelihoods, for example for gardening.
Moreover, in the case of Jayanti, there are areas believed to
be sacred by Moni tribe, so that they will defend the land
when other groups are trying to occupy them. (Radar Timika,
24 February 2014).
The second one is the presence of a strong sense of solidarity
within the tribal group.2 This factor boosts the mobilization of
most tribal group members to get involved in fights. Not only
that, this solidarity also generates pay-back actions against
the enemies that committed violence. The violence case in
Mimika was even worse as the solidarity was related to the
lands as the source of livelihoods owned by the group. This
relation causes mobilization of masses to be easily triggered
and maintained for quite long time.
The third one is less optimal peace process. A number of
peace deals related to tribal fights due to land conflicts in
Irrigation and Jayanti complexes have been taken, both by
the police, local governments (provincial and district), as
well as traditional and religious leaders.3 However, peace
processes (such as arrow breaking) often became violencehalting initiative instead of integrated conflict resolution.
Violence often occurred after the peace deal. One of the
causes was that the peace deals were not followed up by
settlement process of land borders/stakes which had been
the root causes.

disputes (71%). Quite prominent violent cases included land
disputes in Mimika district, Papua. The SNPK data records
as many as 33 violent incidents related to land disputes in
Mimika which caused 15 deaths, injured 272 people and
damaged 21 buildings.
In this period, all violent incidents and impacts resulted from
communal land disputes between tribal groups in Mimika.
Those disputes in two areas were, first in Jayanti complex,
Kuala Kencana between Dani and Moni tribes. Both tribal
groups claimed the ownership of the communal lands in
the area. The second was in irrigation complex, new Mimika
between Dani and Amungme tribes in Irrigation complex,
New Mimika. Both conflicts were triggered by unclear status
of land ownership and often ended up with violent conflict
between the tribal groups in Mimika.

The final one is weak roles of civil society institutions.
In Mimika there is a civil society institution like Lemasa
(Traditional Assembly Institution of Amungme Tribe) that is
fairly active as conflict mediator especially in land conflicts
during 1990’s. However, according to one of the Mimika
District legislators, until now the role of this civil society
institution (like Lemasa) is very weak in mediating conflicts
between tribal groups. Ideally, if the institutions have strong
and active roles in striving for conflict resolutions through
dialogs, series of tribal fights in Irrigation and Jayanti
complexes could have been prevented (Radar Timika, 6
February 2014).

The tribal fights in the Irrigation and Jayanti complexes
become an example on how land disputes may end up with
series of violent incidents. Inter-tribal conflicts in Jayanti
were initiated by farming activities by Dani tribal group in
the land which was also claimed by Moni tribe. Conflicting
claims on the same lands eventually changed into clashes
in January 29th, 2014. Both tribal groups exchanged arrow
shots around Jayanti complex. As of April 2014, SNPK data
records as many as 25 violent incidents that claimed 12
lives, injured 250 people and damaged four buildings in the
conflicts involving both tribal groups.

Violence related to identity-based conflicts totaled 94
incidents which caused 13 deaths, injured 162 people and
damaged 66 buildings. If compared to the previous period,
violent incidents related to identity-based conflicts reduced
2 See THC Peace and Policy Study, Edition 06/March 2014
3 Peace deal was taken between Dani and Moni tribes who were involved in conflicts in Jayanti complex on June 11, 2014. The deal weas
facilitated by the Mimika district government and Intan Jaya, security personnel (TNI-Police), traditional leaders, as well as local legislators. Traditional rituals such as arrow breaking and shooting arrow at pigs were done
as the form of peace deals between the two conflicting parties (detik.com,
12 June 2014).

Slightly similar to land disputes in Jayanti, clashes between
Dani and Amungme tribal groups were fueled by the
construction of tent shops in conflicting areas in Irrigation
complex, New Mimika. The tent construction conducted by
Amungme tribe received reaction from Dani tribal group.
Peace and Policy Review
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to 22%. In the period, violent incidents related to inter-village
conflicts were quite dominant (33%) compared to other
identity conflicts, whereas the highest number of deaths was
due to inter-tribal conflicts. If more deeply observed, intervillage conflicts are quite dominant in Ambon city, such as in
villages of Kudamati, Batu Merah, and Batu Gantung. During
this period, 15 incidents caused one death, injured 12 people
and damaged 18 buildings. The SNPK data records most of
the violence was triggered by youth delinquencies such as
mocking each other and fights. The Ambon Mayor said that
the phenomenon of youth delinquencies was clearly seen
after the Ambon conflict. (ambon.go.id, 4 February 2013).
Such problem often sparks bigger community clashes so that
the local government needed to formulate proper policies to
anticipate them.

hamlet got attached by terrorist group suspects. From the
incident, two personnel of Sulawesi Tengah Police’s Mobile
Brigade were injured. The Sulawesi Tengah Police’s Public
Relations Division Head said that the incident was part of the
fights by armed terrorist group that was still active in Poso
area (jpnn.com, 4 March 2014).
Terrorism-related incident also occurred in Palu, Sulawesi
Tengah. Bombing terror took place in Sulawesi Tengah
Radar office, Palu on February 24, 2014. The bomb throwing
to Sulawesi Tengah Radar newspaper office was not the first
incident. In November 2013, bomb throwing also targeted
Sulawesi Tengah Radar office (merdeka.com, 24 February
2014). The Palu Independent Journalist Alliance (AJI)
Chairperson said the terror incident was part of restraints on
press freedom in Tengah Sulawesi.

In this period, all violence was related to inter-tribal group
conflicts in Papu. During January to April, violent incidents
most dominantly occurred in Mimika district.4 One of the
fairly crucial cases is the violent conflict between two groups
of Kei tribe, namely Holat and Bombai. The SNPK data
records four consecutive incidents (9-11 February 2014)
involving both groups. The result of the incidents was two
deaths, 45 injuries and four damaged buildings. The series
of incidents was started from suspicion of Holat resident’s
house destruction by Bombai group. The Hotal group reacted
against the house destruction by maltreating one of the
elderly family members of Bombai. Bigger violent incidents
could not be stopped on February 10 and 11, 2014. The
clashes could be halted when the security personnel (TNIPolice) secured both groups to avoid further violent actions.

The SNPK data records 415 taking law into own hands
incidents which killed 18 people, injured 548 people and
damaged 16 buildings. These incidents were still dominated
by offence (60%) and violence against thieves (20%). In this
period, taking law into own hands incidents dominantly
occurred in the Greater Jakarta and Kalimantan Timur. Usually
the incidents occurred after trivial individual problems.
However, some incidents showed that such problems could
change into group clashes. The SNPK data records clash
incidents among residents of Tanah Abang in Jakarta were
triggered by mockeries. The incident resulted in one death
and three injuries. Not only that, taking law into own hands
incidents often occur among tribal groups in a particular
area. The SNPK Data records clashes between Amungme and
Moni tribes in Swadaya Market, Mimika district on February
6, 2014. Both tribal groups attacked one another by using
arrows and machetes. The clashes were fueled by previous
demolition incident.

In 2014, the SNPK data recorded four incidents of terrorism
in Sulawesi Tengah, where three of them occurred in Poso.
A gunfire incident occurred between the Sulawesi Tengah
Police’s Mobile Brigade personnel and terrorist suspects
around Taunca village, Poso Pesisir Selatan on February
6, 2014. The incident was started when police personnel
received a report from a resident who escaped from a
hostage action done by terrorist suspects. From the report,
the Sulawesi Tengah Police’s Mobile Brigade conducted
a search for the perpetrators around Dopi Mountains in
Taunca village. Such measure was responded with fights by
terrorist suspects so that gunfire contacts were unavoidable.
The incident killed one Mobile Brigade personnel and two
terrorist suspects.

During the period between January and April 2014, there
were 17 incidents related to separatism issuesin Papua
which killed 15 people, injured 11 people and damaged
four buildings. Incidents under this conflict category that
mostly occurred in Puncak Jaya district included 11 incidents
that killed eight people and injured six people. Separatism
conflicts are deadly because all incidents that are recorded
in this period involved guns.
Violence in this category was dominated by gunfire attacks
(11 incidents), that killed 13 people. One of the gunfire
attacks occurred in Kuala Kencana subdistrict, Mimika district
on January 9, 2014. In the gunfire attacks between armed
civilian group (KSB) and TNI (Yonif 745)-Police joint team two
KSM members were shot dead. Other violent cases recorded
were six shooting incidents or attacks both to civilians and
security personnel, which killed two civilians. Such incidents
occurred on January 7, 2014 around Kampung Wuyuneri,
Mulia subdistrict, Puncak Jaya district, where one motorcycle
taxi rider was killed, allegedly by armed civilian group.
The shooting motive was allegedly related to the freedom
and separation from the Unitary State of The Republic of
Indonesia (NKRI).

Almost two weeks after the incident, bombings took place
in Pantangolemba village road in Poso Pesisir Selatan on
February 25, 2014. According to the Poso Resort Police Chief,
the police was investigating the connection of the bombings
with the gunfire attacks between the Mobile Brigade and
terrorist group suspects (jpnn.com, 28 February 2014). The
bombings location was also close to the gunfire attacks
between the Mobile Brigade and terrorist suspects.
On March 3rd, 2014, gunfire exchange occurred around
Gayatri hamlet, Poso Pesisir Utara. This time, the Police
Special Detachment (Densus 88) and Mobile Brigade of the
Sulawesi Tengah Police making regular patrols around Gayatri

The handling of separatism issues has so far tended to
utilize security approach even though the government has

4
Analysis on this matter may be found in the THC Peace and Policy
Study, edition 06/March 2014.
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legislative election. Related to the momentum, 162 violent
incidents were recorded, killing seven people, injuring
68 and damaging 54 buildings. At least there are three
factors causing the violent incidents in the previous 2014
Legislative Election to occur. First: unhealthy competition
between election participants and supporting masses may
end up with violent actions. Secondly, the role of the election
commissions also plays an important role in sparking violent
actions. Unpreparedness and partiality of election workers
as well as logistic issues from the election organizer often
generate rage from legislator candidates who feel cheated.
Thirdly; local condition such as competition in legislative
election between Aceh’s GAM former elites has become
the factor of increased violent incidents in the province. The
challenges in the 2014 Legislative Election execution and the
three factors will be discussed more deeply in the second
part of the peace and policy study.

promoted the use of welfare approach since 2010. This
welfare approach framework that drove the establishment of
Papua and Papua Barat Provincial Development Acceleration
Unit (UP4B) under Presidential Regulation (Perpres) No. 66
Year 2011 included the key duties: assisting the President
in supporting coordination and planning synchronization,
facilitation as well as Papua and Papua Barat Provincial
development acceleration implementation control. The
presence of UP4B would then be followed by the setting
up of Papua desk within other ministries and government
agencies. In the future, the government needs to combine
social welfare approach and separatism issues management
approach in Papua strategically.
Under the category of governance-related conflict, in the
period between January and April 2014 there were 88
violent incidents that injured 41 people and damaged 50
buildings. The conflict under this category is dominated
by violent incidents related to government programs such
as civil servants recruitment (CPNS), spread in 18 districts/
cities in the provinces of Aceh, Maluku, Maluku Utara, Nusa
Tenggara Barat, and Sulawesi Tengah.5

1.b Crime, Domestic Violence (KDRT) and Security
Forces Violence
In the first four months of 2014 there were 1,745 criminal
incidents that killed 196 people, injured 1,066 people with
289 being raped and damaged 99 buildings. In the period
between January-April 2014 crime-related violence in the
SNPK data showed slight decrease both in violent incidents
(3,75%) and impact of deaths (10.50%), injuries (3.79%) and
damaged buildings (43.75%), compared to the previous period
of September to December 2013. However, the number of
raped victims increased at 7.03% compared to the last four
months of 2013. The forms of violence related to crime were
dominated by maltreatment (60%) and most of them were
recorded to occur in Papua (183 incidents), Greater Jakarta
(128 incidents), Nusa Tenggara Timur (126 incidents) and
Kalimantan Timur (119 incidents). The SNPK data records 32
criminal incidents that used guns and most of them occurred
in Greater Jakarta with 3 incidents causing three deaths and
seven injuries. After the maltreatment, the SNPK data also
records robbery incidents (25%) and they spread in Greater
Jakarta (147 incidents), Papua (87 incidents) and Lampung
(58 incidents). From 440 robbery incidents, 16.5% of them
was recorded to have involved guns, mostly occurring in
Jakarta (34 incidents) and Lampung (20 incident).

From 21 violent incidents related to CPNS recruitment, 16
incidents were related to disappointment of honorary staff
that did not pass the recruitment selection. They were
disappointed with the less transparent CPNS recruitment
process, fraud, and indication of manipulated acceptance
decision letter (SK).
Major incidents related to CPNS recruitment issue occurred
in Dompu district, Nusa Tenggara Barat. A series of incidents
in this district started on February 17, 2014 where Local
Staffing Bureau (BKD) was burned by unidentified people.
It was suspected the burning was done by those who were
disappointed with the CPNS test results. The second incident
occurred on February 18, 2014, in which honorary staff in
Dompu Civil Service Police Unit who did not pass the CPNS
test ran amok and damaged the BKD and Local Secretariat
buildings. The last incidents were recorded on February 20,
2014 where shootings by homemade guns and Molotov
cocktail throwing were made to the residence of Dompu BKD
Human Resource Division Head.
Another major incident occurred on February 24, 2014 in
Seram Bagian Barat district (SBB), Maluku. Hundreds of CPNS
who were declared to pass since 2012 staged demonstration
and destroyed the regent office compound because they
were not promoted to be PNS (civil servants) yet until
2014. The mass of people took all staff documents in the
local staffing bureau office and burned them down along
with some chairs. Beside that, the crowd also threw at the
windows of the regent office and the surrounding buildings.
The personnel of SBB resort police and Piru district military
command tried to secure the venue but they were unable to
prevent the destructive actions. The incident resulted in five
government buildings being damaged.

The SNPK data records one of the attack incidents that used
arms was a shooting of a police officer by his subordinate
the DKI Jakarta Police. The shooting incident that occurred
in March was triggered by Brigadier Susanto’s vexation
after being reprimanded by his superior Adjutant Chief
Commissioner (AKBP) Pamudji. This incident shows that
police officer is unable to control his rage under stressful
situation. Neta S Pane, the Chairperson of Indonesian Police
Watch (IPW) Presidium saw that the shooting was caused
by high pressure in carrying out duties which caused a
police officer to be stressful.6 From Neta’s observation, the
shooting incident by a subordinate to a superior was not a
new case, but this must require a solution to prevent such

In the first four months of 2014, Indonesia is faced with one
of the most important phases in the democracy, namely

6
Dani Prabowo, 19 March 2014, “Police Shooting Chase, First
Homework for New Jakarta Metro Jaya Police Chief” (http://megapolitan.kompas.com/read/2014/03/19/0923556/Kasus.Penembakan.Polisi.
PR.Pertama.Kapolda.Metro.Jaya.yang.Baru).

5
The problem also occurred in the provinces of Kalimantan Timur,
Papua Barat, Sumatera Utara and Sulawesi Selatan.
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trend of shooting by subordinates to superiors within the
police. Neta also advised the Police to reevaluate the use of
arms through regular psychological testing. The police needs
to consider the hand-over of guns to police officers. Officers
with strong mentality and ability to control emotion may
hold arms.7

on April 9, 2014.8 The election was followed by 12 political
parties for all regions and with additional three local parties
in Aceh. The final counting of ballots by the General Election
Commission (KPU) mentioned that the Indonesia Democratic
Party of Struggle (PDIP) won the election by collecting 18.95%
of the vote, followed by Golkar Party (14.75%), and the third
place was The Great Indonesia Movement Party (11.81%).9

The SNPK data records 224 incidents of Domestic Violence
(KDRT) in the period between January and April 2014 that
caused 41 deaths, 167 injuries and 167 raped victims.
Domestic violence actions in this period had a decline in
incidents (4.27%) and impacts of injuries (4.02%) and rape
(28.57%) compared to the previous four-month period
(September to December 2013), whereas domestic violence
that caused death increased at 24% or rose from 33 deaths
in the last period to 41 deaths in this period. More than half
of dead victims were babies that were dumped or killed
(58.53%) while the rest occurred due to maltreatment
between husbands and wives, parents and children and
transgender couples. The highest number of deaths due to
maltreatment in the domestic violence was recorded to occur
in Jakarta with 37 incidents, causing 18 deaths, of which
11 were babies. In this domestic violence category, almost
all incidents occurred in the form of maltreatment while
five provinces with the highest incidents of maltreatment
are Papua (44 incidents), Greater Jakarta (37 incidents),
Kalimantan Timur (33 incidents) and Nusa Tenggara Timur
(26 incidents).

President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono clearly stated that
the 2014 National Election ran well, smoothly, securely and
in orderly manner. The President’s statement was based
on the Indonesia Police Chief report as the institution
given authority to secure the legislative election. President
Yudhoyono also believed that the Presidential Election in July
2014 would run peacefully like the ones in 2004 and 2009.10
Beside that, relatively secure condition may be identified
from the mapping of the Coordinating Minister for Politics,
Law and Security and the Indonesian Police related to the
polling stations (TPS) before the Legislative Election in which
86.08% of the TPS areas was secure, 10.30% of prone area 1
and 3.04% prone area 2.11
Behind the positive gesture of President Yudhoyono and
relatively peaceful legislative election condition, there were
some challenges between last January and May 2014. The
President’s statement above referred to peaceful condition in
the polling phase, while the phases before and after it there
were some problems in some regions. The first challenge was
that there was indication of emerging problems related to the
2014 Election. It was indicated by the submission of General
election Dispute request (PHPU) by legislative members
by almost all General Election participating parties, except
Aceh Party.12 The second challenge is violent actions related
to general election in some regions. SNPK data covering 13
provinces records that in the legislative election period from
January to April 2014 there were 162 incidents with impacts

The SNPK data in the period between January and April
2014 records 148 incidents of personnel violent actions
with the impact of 27 deaths and 165 injuries. There was
a decline in the incidents of personnel violent actions at
24.1% and in impact of injuries at 19.9% if compared to the
previous period between September and December 2013.
Meanwhile, the impact of deaths increased from 25 in the
last period to 27 in this period. Personnel violent incidents in
early 2014 were dominated by maltreatment (95%), in which
16 incidents caused 17 deaths. Beside that, nine people who
were dead in this category resulted from five brawl incidents
and one clash incident.

8
National General Election is the general election to select legislative
members, president and vice president, whereas local election is the general election to select governors, the deputies, regent-vice regent/ mayordeputy mayor at the provincial and district/city levels.
9
The following is the gained votes based on the national presentation namely PDIP 18.95% votes, Golkar 14.75% votes, Gerindra 11.81%
votes, Demokrat Party 10.9% votes, PKB 9.04% votes, PAN 7.59% votes,
PKS 6.79% votes, Nasdem 6.72% votes, PPP 6.53% votes, Hanura 5,26%
votes, PBB 1,46% votes, and PKPI 0.91% votes. (http://www.kpu.go.id/index.php/persentasepartai).
10
Fransisco Rosirians, 9 April 2014, “SBY Claims Election is Secure and
Smooth” (http://Pemilu.tempo.co/read/news/2014/04/09/269569256/
SBY-Klaim-Pemilu-Aman-dan-Lancar).
11 The government through the Coordinating Minister for Politics, Law
and Security in 2009 made classification of polling stations (TPS) into (1)
secure TPS, (2) TPS prone 1 under the TPS category in geographically prone
areas, and (3) TPS prone 2 including TPS in conflict-prone and crime-prone
areas. The classification was used by the Indonesian Police to map the
general election guarding strategy and placement of the number of personnel according to areas with its identified proneness. The 2009 General
Election was relatively the same with the 2014 General Election, namely
86.5% for secure TPS, 10.08% for TPS prone 1 and 3.35% for TPS prone 2.
12
The Indonesian Constitutional Court, Tuesday 13 May 2014, “Except Aceh Party, all General Election Participating Political Parties Submit
Legislative PHPU Requests” (“http://www.mahkamahkonstitusi.go.id/index.php?page=web.Berita&id=9893#). For General Election of House of
Representative and Local House of Representative there are 12 National
Parties and 2 Local Parties that submitted PHPU, while for Regional Representative Council (DPD) there were 34 individual requestors that submitted PHPU.

Incidents that caused death occurred in the law-enforcing
process because the victims broke the law such as robbery (12
deaths), abduction (11 deaths), hunting of protected animals
(2 deaths), unannounced examination of documents/ licenses
and fishermen who used fish bombs (one death each).
SNPK data records five provinces with the most frequent
violent action by security personnel are Greater Jakarta (55
incidents), Lampung (18 incidents), Kalimantan Tengah (17
incidents), Kalimantan Barat and Aceh (10 incidents each).

Part 2. Violence in 2014 Legislative Election
Introduction
Indonesia successfully conducted legislative election to select
the members of Indonesian House of Representative (DPR),
Provincial House of Reprsentative, District/ City House of
Representatives and Regional Representative Council (DPD)
7
Okezone.com, 19 Maret 2014, “This is the Reason Why The Police Office Shoots His Superior” (http://jakarta.okezone.com/
read/2014/03/19/500/957363/ini-penyebab-polisi-tembak-atasan).
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of seven deaths, 68 injuries and 54 damaged buildings.13

Picture 3. Comparison of Incident and Impact of Violence
in 2009 and 2014 Election

The Habibie Center’s Peace and Policy Study this time discuss
the conflicts and violence in the Legislative General Election.
The SNPK-THC Team tried to reveal whether there was
connection between the challenges faced by open-list and
proportional representation system and violence challenges
in the Legislative General Election occurring in 2014. Beside
that the study will discuss other relevant factors that
contribute to the emergence of violent incidents in various
places related to legislative general election. The study is
expected to be able to contribute to anticipatory efforts
of violence and decision making process to maintain the
consistency of secure condition in the upcoming presidential
election.

Council (DKPP) at the national level and General Election
Supervisory Committee (Panwaslu) at the provincial level
were established.15 Beside the General Election Supervisory
Board (Bawaslu) at the national level, both institutions
solidify this general election execution supervision.

Portrait of Violence in the 2014 Legislative General
Election
In general the Legislative General Election in April 2014 ran
smoothly. Some aspects of the legislative general election
execution demonstrated a better quality this time. The
Executive Director of Perludem Titi Angraini said there were
some parameters that could be used to evaluate the positive
progress of the legislative general election execution that
time.14 First, the participation in 2014 increased at 5% and
voters could exercise their voting right smoothly. Secondly,
from the aspect of transparency and openness, this general
election was far better. The general election participants and
community voters were more familiar with open-list and
proportional representation system while in the previous
general election all parties were still not used to election
system change from closed proportional to open-list and
proportional representation one. In the 2014 General
Election, these issues described field realities due to wider
information transparency. One example was that if one
candidate was found breaking the rule, another candidate
would openly express an objection and makes it public
through media. This was not really realized in the 2009
General Election. Thirdly, Titi Angraini also mentioned that
access to information as part of transparency became a key
factor that boosted the participation of community voters to
get information on general election execution. Accessibility
to information in the 2014 General Election was higher that
that in the previous general elections. This was made possible
due to better and more massive information distribution in a
partisan way or purely educative, by printed media, television
and social media. Fourthly, the supporting instruments of
implementation control like the Election Organizers Ethics

However, in the 2014 General Election execution, there were
still some crucial problems to be considered, such as violent
conflict incidents. The TNI Strategic Intelligence Agency
(BAIS) Major General M. Erwin Syafitri TNI said that BAIS had
identified violence in some parts across Indonesia. Some
incidents for instance shootings in Aceh or violent incidents
in Kalimantan and Papua are identified by BAIS as local
incidents in which frictions between small groups, especially
party supporters. In general BAIS predicted the 2014 General
Election would run securely.16
Some cases, such as a series of terrors and shootings in Aceh
province as well as destruction of Buol district Local General
Election Commission (KPUD) in Sulawesi Tengah province
were a portrait of violence that withdrew public attention. If
observed more deeply, the trend of violence in this general
election did not relatively experience significant decline,
compared to the one in 2009 (Picture 3). Furthermore,
some dominant problems underlying the emerging violent
incidents include competition between supporters of
legislator candidates and suspected partiality of the 2014
General Election organizers at local level. The problems are
also relatively similar to violent cases in the 2009 General
Election.
The SNPK data mentions that 162 violent incidents occurred
and killed seven people, injured 68 people and damaged 54
buildings during the 2014 General Election. The number of
incidents was relatively high, but if observed more detailed,
most of them (46%) were small-scaled destructive incidents
of campaign tools such as posters, banners, big banners,
vehicles and legislator candidate campaigner posts (Table
2). The destructive incidents spread in the areas under SNPK
program monitoring. From the SNPK data analysis result, Aceh

13
Since Indonesia had the transitional process to reform era, the National General Election have been organized three times (1999, 2004,
2009) and recently in 2014. 884 local general elections were organized
from 2005 to 2013. During the period, the SNPK data records 585 violent
incidents related to the local general election caused 47 deaths, 510 injuries, and 416 buildings damaged. See the THC Peace and Policy Study,
Edition 04/ August 2013.
14 Interview with Titi Angraini, the Executive Director of Association for
General Election and Democracy (PERLUDEM), Friday, 22 May 2014. The
parameter set up by Titi Angraini is by comparing difference between the
execution of the 2009 General Election and the 2014 General Election.
Through the comparison, Titi Angraini saw that the execution of the 2014
General Election was better compared to the previous general election.
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15 The Bawaslu at the national level was established in 2008, while the
DKPP Bawaslu at the provincial level was permanently set up by Law No.
15 Year 2011 on the Execution of General Election and formal establishment in 2012.
16
Indra Wijaya, 8 April 2014, “TNI Intelligence Predicts Legislative General Election To Be Secure” (http://Pemilu.tempo.co/read/
news/2014/04/08/269569042/Intelijen-TNI-Prediksi-Pemilu-LegislatifAman).
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Picture 4. Incident and Impact of Violence in 13 Provinicial Election of 2014

supporters in Aceh Tengah district on March 18, 2014. The
next day the retaliation was launched by the Aceh party
supporters by attacking PETA office in Bener Meriah district.

Table 2. Type of Violence during the 2014 General Election

Another phenomenon to be considered is the emergence
of violence that uses organic arms. The SNPK data records
eight violent incidents used arms that killed four people,
injured 12 people and damaged two buildings. The use
of organic arms dominantly occurred in Aceh Province
(75%), followed by Kalimantan Barat (12.5%), and Maluku
Utara (12.5%).17 Not only that, the existence of arms used
for committing violence in the 2014 General Election was
suspected of involving security personnel. For instance, in
the attack incident of National Democratic Party (Nasdem)
command posts on February 16, 2014, the arms used by
the perpetrators were rented from a local TNI personnel
(Kompas, 18 March 2014).
Furthermore, the SNPK data shows quite various violent
patterns in the 2014 General Election. If observed in the
general election process stages, violence dominantly
occurred in the campaign phase and in the recapitulation
of votes (Picture 5). The SNPK data shows two dominant
patterns in the campaign phase. Firstly, violence between
the legislator candidate supporters or political parties often
occurred when they met in open campaigns, for instance the
clash incident in Aceh.18 Mobilization of masses during open
campaigns has the potential for friction between legislator
candidate supporters or political party supporters, which
ends up with violence. Secondly, another violence pattern
is related to increased destruction of campaign tools like big

province was the most frequent area affected by destructive
incidents in the 2014 General Election (Picture 4). Other
common small scaled incidents included maltreatment,
attacks by overwhelming numbers and brawls.

17 Increased presence of guns in the community can be seen from the
raids by the Aceh Local Police which included 6 units of short barrel rifles,
four FN pistols, one revolver, one unit of GLM, 17 Air Soft Guns during
the campaign period from 5 March to 6 April 2014 (Liputan6.com/7 April
2014).
18 Similar incident also occurred in Yogyakarta when the mass of PDI-P
supporters clashed with a group of youth who suspectedly came from GPK
(Kabah Youth Movement) after they attended an open campaign (Tribunnews.com, 5 April 2014).

Beside that, big incidents (clashes and riots) still also
occurred during the 2014 General Election such as clashes
between the legislator candidate supporters affiliated to
PETA (Motherland Defenders) organization and Aceh Party
Peace and Policy Review
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Picture 5. Impact of Violence and Stages of 2014 Election

banners, posters and banners. Not only that, the destruction
often occurred in legislator candidates command posts such
as the destruction of a command post owned by a legislator
candidate from Aceh National Party in Aceh Utara district
on March 7, 2014. The incident was allegedly conducted by
legislator candidates from Aceh Party in the 2014 General
Election (Serambi, 8 March 2014).

The portrait of violence in the 2014 General Election
execution may not be separated from conflicts among
the actors involved (Picture 6). The SNPK data shows that
violent incidents are dominated by supporters of legislator
candidates/political parties. Usually, violence among
different supporters occurs in exchange of destruction of
campaign tools (big banners, banners, and posters). Not only
that, violence between the supporters often triggers massive
mobilization of people, therebyusually generating clashes.
Some violent triggers in this category are winning of public
sympathy/ support, retaliation of previous violent actions, to
petty issues such as exchange of mockeries among them.

Different from the campaign phase, violence in the
recapitulation of votes (after the voting) was more often
experienced by general election organizers, especially at the
local level. Violent incidents that often happened included
maltreatment, as done by a number of particular legislator
candidates to KPPS (Voting Organizing Group) member in
Jayapura City, Papua on April 27, 2014 (Papua Pos, 28 April
2014). Not only that, incidents of attack also happened to the
office of local election organizers like the attack of Buol KUPD
office, Sulawesi Tengah on April 19, 2014 (Radar Sulteng,
20 April 2014). Based on the SNPK data, the trigger of the
incidents in the recapitulation of the votes was dominated by
suspicion of mark-up of votes, both by legislator candidates
and general election organizers. Such suspicion provokes the
masses of legislator candidate supporters to protest against
the general election organizers and often ends up with
violent incidents.

Besides that, violence against certain legislator candidates or
political party members is committed by parties of unclear
identity attributes (OTK/Unidentified Persons). The common
violence includes terrors, shootings, throwing of Molotov
cocktails. Besides that, violent conflicts occur between the
political party supporters and General Election organizing
agencies (KPUD and Panwaslu), which are often triggered
by issues around the recapitulation of votes. Supporters of
legislator candidates/political parties are often dissatisfied
with the recapitulation results and decisions as set by the
general election organizing agency because of suspicion
of mark-up or reduction of votes. This triggers protests
(demonstrations) that are usually carried out anarchically as
reactions to the problems.

If seen from the overall 2014 General Election phases,
violence relatively seldom occurred in the voting phase.
The violence recorded in this phase is generally related to
administrative problems such as prospective candidates that
could not vote because they were not in the Permanent
Voters List (DPT). However, some indications of intimidating
people to vote certain legislator candidates or political
parties are worth examining, for example in eight polling
stations (TPS) in Papua and two TPS in Maluku (Partnership
Report, 2014).19

Inter-Actor Competition, Institutional Challenges and
Local Context in the 2014 Legislative General Election
Improved public participation, openness, transparency
and strengthened General Election organizing instruments
are not balanced by actions of some General Election
participants, mass of party supporters and General Election
organizers who do not follow the election rules. This can
be seen from violations and deviation by General Election
participating actors in the General Election execution in
which there were findings of negative measures by a number
of legislator candidates who committed fraud practices, such

19 As regulated in Law No.8 Year 2012 on General Election of Indonesian
House of Representatives (DPR RI), Regional Representative Council (DPD),
Local House of Representatives (DPRD) article 308, any intimidating effort
to voters in the voting period is a violation of criminal law which is subject to
maximum two years imprisonment and a fine of maximum 24 million rupiah.
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Picture 6. Various Actors Allegedly Involved
in 2014 Electoral Violence

Picture 7. Violence in the Rivalry between Participants and
Supporters in 2014 Election

as money politics, making use of close connection with local
authorities, and exercising violent actions in the contest
during the phases of the 2014 Legislative General Election.
Besides that, some violations and deviations that occur in the
election execution may grow and change into violent actions.
Data SNPK shows some violent incidents which may start
from such factors as (1) behaviors of political participants,
(2) role of General Election organizers, and (3) local condition
and context of a region.

legislator candidates (67 cases), and party committees (17
cases).21 The SNPK data records a higher number namely
123 violent incidents which had impacts of seven lives, 50
injuries, six abductions, and 47 damaged buildings related to
factors of behaviors and negative actions by General Election
participating actors in 13 provinces (Picture 7).
In the category of the General Election participants’
behaviors, SNPK-THC team records some key findings. First,
competition among political parties, legislative candidates
and mass of supporters end up with violent actions such
as destruction of properties, maltreatment, and shootings.
From 123 incidents related to the behavior of political
actors, 65% of them are related to destruction of properties
in which almost all the violence occur in the campaign
phase. Destruction of campaign tools (34 incidents, one
death, and five injured) and destruction of properties owned
by competitors/ supporters such as cars, houses and party
command posts (46 incidents, seven injured and 26 buildings
damaged) include the violence-targeted properties.
Meanwhile, maltreatment and shootings due to competition
between participants and supporters included 25 incidents
with the impact of four deaths, 30 injuries and one building
damaged.

The 2014 General Election contributes two important
things, implementation of open-list and proportional
representation system which enables people to directly vote
for the legislative candidates they desire (see box of OpenList and Proportional Representation System) and increase
in public participation in the legislative general election by
5% compared to the similar General Election in 2009.20 The
change in election system into open-list and proportional
representation system and improved political participation in
the 2014 General Election should be balanced by professional
General Election organizers. The three factors above may
harm the general election implementation process whose
end goal is to get accountable state leaders. Accountability
in the democratic election process can be seen from the
General Election system used and actors involved in it.

Many conflict incidents related to competition between
the legislative general election participants and supporters
occurred in Aceh province. The SNPK data records 80
incidents with the impact of five deaths, 26 injuries, two
abducted victims and 27 buildings damaged. All the incidents
occurred in the pre-voting phase. Competition between
the Legislative General Election participants and mass of
supporters in Aceh is closely related to rivalry between
former GAM activists within local Aceh party. Ansori (2012)
stated that after the Helsinki peace deal there was change
in the form and patterns of conflicts due to open political
opportunity and competition which involved GAM elites,
ex-combatants, and GAM supporters.22 The battle arenas in
Aceh are no longer in forests or cities to oppose the central
government, but have changed into formal political arena in
order to get power and position at the governmental level.

As mentioned earlier, violent incidents related the three
factors are dominated by small-scale destruction. Only four
incidents (three in Aceh and one in Papua) caused seven
deathds. However, explanation on violent incidents related
to the above factor is needed to improve the future General
Election execution.
Factor of negative behaviors by General Election
participating actors (party, legislator candidate and mass
of supporters) occurs because they believe open-list and
proportional representation system provides opportunity
for deviation and violation to happen. This General Election
was colored by destruction of properties, maltreatment,
shootings between General Election participants and the
supporters. The police data shows most of criminal actions in
the 2014 General Election involved success team (106 cases),

21 Indonesian Police – Public Relations Division, 21 May 2014, “Press
Release on OPS MANTAP BRATA 2014”.
22 Mohammad Hasan Ansori. 2012.”From Insurgency to Bureaucracy:
Free Aceh Movement, Aceh Party and the New Face of Conflict”, Stability,
1(1): 31-44.

20 Ayunda W. Savitri, 9 April 2014, “CSIS: Level of Voters Participation
at 75%, White Group Decreases!” (http://news.detik.com/Pemilu2014/r
ead/2014/04/09/221423/2550579/1562/csis-tingkat-partisipasi-pemilih75-golput-turun).
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Open-List and Proportional Representation System Box
The application of open-list and proportional representation system was initiated by controversy before the 2009
General Election implementation, in which article 214 letters a,b,c,d, and e in Law No. 10 year 2008 which contains
the mechanism for determining selected candidates for Indonesian House of Representatives, Provincial House of
Representatives, District/City House of Representatives is considered unfair by some parties. The parties submitted
a request for judicial review to the Constitutional Court (MK) with a lawsuit No. 22/PUU-VI/2008. The MK
decided that article 214 letters a,b,c,d, and e of Law No. 10 Year 2008 is in conflict with UUD 1945. This means that
the determination of candidates who become members of Indonesian House of Representatives and Local House
of Representatives is conducted base on the largest number of votes, instead of based on the numerical order.
Based on the decision, the execution of the 2009 General Election was conducted under open-list and proportional
representation system.
The change that occurred within four months before the 2009 General Election causes some challenges, namely (1) there
are so many unprepared legislative candidates, (2) the people are not aware of the largest votes system, and (3) the
people’s attention tends to more focus on candidates’ numerical order as well as the role and fame of the party. The MK
decision in determining selected candidates based on the highest vote system cannot be implemented to the maximum
in the 2009 General Election. This will be different from the 2014 General Election (especially article 5 paragraph (1) of
Law No. 8 year 2012) in which legislative candidates have prepared campaign funding sources, mapping of election areas
(Dapil) which have potential for winning votes, and conduct mass-based approach in the Election Area.

The change was very obvious in the competition during the
local general election at the provincial level, district/city level
and in the 2014 Legislative General Election. In the execution
of the three general elections, violence due to competition
in Aceh reflects less successful strategy transition from
using arms and bullets into gathering public participation in
ballots. Violence in the 2014 Legislative General Election in
Aceh will be discussed in the last part of the analysis, the
factor of local context of violence.

is unclear law on general election which regulates money
politics. Mahrus Ali, an Indonesian Islamic University’s Law
Expert said that Law No. 8 year 2012 does not firmly give
legal sanctions to money politics perpetrators because the
law does not regulate sanctions to parties as the funding
source for legislator candidates.24 Political parties as one
of the funding sources, according to Ali, may potentially
encourage money politics which can set aside the quality of
education of politics, elected leaders and democratization
process. The police also records there are 88 cases of money
politics in which nine cases occurred before the campaign,
18 cases during the campaign, 44 cases in the cooling-off
period and 17 cases in the voting period.25

Secondly, money politics taken by General Election
participants occurs because the actors utilize open-list and
proportional representation system. Money politics is the
practice of giving or promising to bribe someone, in order
that the person who receives it will not exercise his or her
right to vote and in order that he or she exercises the rights
by a particular way.23 One of the gaps to take benefit from

The SNPK data records two violent incidents related to money
politics with impact of one injury. Violent incidents occurred
in Nusa Tenggara Timur (NTT) in the pre-voting phase and in
Nusa Tenggara Barat (NTB) in the voting phase. One legislator
candidate from the National Mandate Party (PAN) was
strangled in the neck by the Head of Sub-Branch Committee
of Indonesia Democratic Party of Struggle (PDIP) in Timor
Tengah Utara (TTU), NTT. Such maltreatment was triggered
by money politics practice by one of the PDI-P legislator
candidates who supplied generator to villagers under a
condition of voting for PDI-P. The village and subdistrict level
election monitoring committees checked the information.
Some PAN cadres, including Hendrikus Aluman, who got
similar information conducted verification. When meeting
with the PDI-P personnel, Aluman was maltreated by the
Head of Sub-Branch Committee of PDI-P Didik US Abatan.
Another violent incident was recorded in Lombok Tengah
district, NTB. In the voting period, maltreatment and beating
was done by The Head of Branch Leadership Council (DPC) of

23 Article 73 paragraph 3 Law No. 3 year 1999 states: “Anyone at the
time of the implementation of general election pursuant to the law, either
by providing or promising to bribe someone, so that the person does not
exercise his or her rights to vote or in order that he or she exercises his
or her rights in a particular way, shall be punished with imprisonment of
maximum three years. The criminal punishment shall be imposed on voters who may receive gifts or promises to do something.” Meanwhile Law
No. 8 year 2012 states that in article 28 letter j that organizers, participants
and General Election Campaign workers with regards to money politics are
forbidden to; “promise or give money or other materials to General Election campaign participants.” Violators shall be given sanctions pursuant
to article 89 namely “In the case that General Election Campaign organizers are proven to promise or give money or other materials as rewards
to General Election Campaign participant both directly and indirectly to:
a. not use his/her voting right; b. utilize his/her voting right by choosing
General Election Participant in a particular way so that the ballot paper is
deemed void; c. choose a particular General Election Participating Party;
d. choose candidates of members of Indonesian House of Representatives
(DPR), provincial House of Representative (DPRD provinsi), particular district/city House of Representatives (district/city DPRD); or e. choose particular Regional Representative Council (DPD) member candidate, shall
be given sanction as regulated in the Law.” Indonesian Corruption Watch
(ICW) interpretes the sanction in article 89 as follows (1) cancellation of
names of candidates of members of DPR, Provincial DPRD and District/City
from the permanent candidates list, and (2) cancellation of establishment
of candidates of members of DPR, DPD, and Provincial DPRD and District/
City DPRD as selected candidates. See ICW, 2014, A Guide to Monitoring
of General Electin’s Fraud” page 46.
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Not Take Firm Actions Against Money Politics” (http://www.antaranews.
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become the sources of conflicts and trigger violence among
General Election participants and the supporting masses.
The Constitutional Court (MK) has received 903 requests for
General Election Result Dispute (PHPU) and rejected more
than 200 requests coming from General Election participants,
namely 12 participating parties, two local parties, and 34
individual participants.31 Meanwhile, The Police found
General Election violation related to dispute of votes such
as adding /reducing the number of ballot papers (23 cases),
damaging/eliminating polling results (four cases), mark-up/
adding of ballots (33 cases), change of official report and
recapitulation of result (11 cases), PPS that did not submit
sealed ballot boxes (two cases). Besides that, the police
identified cases that indirectly influenced disputes of votes
such as voting with another person’s identity (24 cases) and
voting before the voting time (two cases).

Gerindra Party H.M. Muhdan Rum, to the village coordinator
of Crescent Star Party (PBB) Milkan Haeraji in Praimeke
village. The Head of DPC of Gerindra Party strangled, beat
and threatened the victim because the victim was suspected
of distributing money to win legislator candidates from
PBB. From both incidents, money politics practice may
trigger small-scale violent actions such as maltreatment and
beatings.
The Head of Election Organizers Ethics Council (DKPP)
Jimly Asshiddiqie asserted that open-list and proportional
representation system in the legislative general election
may condition the emergence of tight competition not only
of legislator candidates among parties, but also legislator
candidates from one party.26 The competition drives money
politics practices in the form of vote trading practice27 and
strengthens political dynasty in which relatives of rulers with
high cost political funding can be elected as members of local
DPRD.28 The Executive Director of Perludem Titi Angraini sees
that money politics practices in the 2014 General Election
may occur because since the beginning Law No. 8/ 2012 is
confirmed to use open-list and proportional representation
system with the highest number of votes so that candidates
have prepared themselves.29 From the beginning, legislative
member candidates are aware that they have similarly
high opportunity to win. When, for instance, the level of
ownership basis of masses is less strong, money will then be
the short cut to get voters. According Titi, this differentiates
the dynamics of the 2009 General Election from the 2014 one.
Taufik Basari, one of the legislator candidates who joined the
competition of DPR-RI’s seats said that there were legislator
candidates who had already prepared money since the
beginning. Legislator candidates with limited funding source
will map the election areas with low money transaction.30
Basari himself understood that one of his defeat causes in
the legislative election was due to the fact that he was in the
election area with high money politics level.

The SNPK data finds 16 violent incidents with the impact of
two deaths, seven injuries, four abductions, and 20 damaged
buildings in relations to dispute over gained votes. A difference
in only one vote in the decision made by the Morotak KPU
plenary meeting in Maluku Utara triggered exchange of
beatings between two legislator candidates who competed
for the last seat in Election Area of Dapil III in Morotai Timur.
The People’s Conscience (Hanura) Party managed to win the
votes over PPP Party, namely between 875 votes and 874
votes. The tiny difference caused Anghany Tandjung from
Hanura Party and Taufiq Sibua threw chairs one another
amidst the plenary meeting after claiming debate over the
vote. This incident was worsened by the election monitoring
committee report that provided recommendation to KPU
that there was indication of vote mark-up involving the votes
for Hanura Party in the election area.
One of the dispute incidents over the votes occurred
in Mimika, Papua and caused two deaths. A legislator
candidate Bernadus Yatipai from Crescent Star Party (PBB)
along with his child was attacked by an unidentified group
of people (OTK) in his own house. Bernadus Yatipai’s wife,
Yobalina Gobay, escaped the attack but suffered from injury
and trauma when seeing his husband killed. The attack on
the PBB party legislator candidate indicated the relations of
dispute over gained votes. The Papua police have still yet to
determine the motive of the murder, whether it was related
to the competition between legislator candidates or tribal
fight that occurred a few months ago. In the other side,
Tarwinto, a commissioner of Legal and Monitoring Division
of Papua Provincial KPU sees that the murder is a fact that
shows the boiling political competition in Papua in the ballot
polling and counting phases.32 Tarwinto identified two things
that prevented vote counting process in a number of areas in
Papua, namely (1) intervention of local leadership, legislator
candidates and political parties that were afraid of losing
votes, and (2) dishonest among General Election organizers
at the district/city level so that particular legislator candidate

The conditions related to the open-list and proportional
representation system mentioned by the experts above are
utilized by actors in the competition for legislative positions.
Besides that, instruments of fund accountability and
transparency of party and legislator candidates’ campaigns
for preventing money politics practices are not in place for
controlling competition to win the highest number of votes.
Consequently, when legislator candidates do not have basis
of masses in the election areas, money can then become a
short cut to win voters support.
Lastly, disputes on gained votes which does not accord the
counting and suspicion on vote mark-up by competitors
26 Deytri Robbeka Aritonang, 17 April 2014, “Jimly: 2014 General Election Is More Confusing Because of Open-List and Proportional Representation System” (http://nasional.kompas.com/read/2014/04/17/2214279/
Jimly.Pemilu.2014.Lebih.Kisruh.karena.Sistem.Proporsional.Terbuka).
27 Heyder Affan, 18 February 2014, “Criticizing Recruitment System
of Legislative Candidates” (http://www.bbc.co.uk/indonesia/laporan_
khusus/2014/02/140212_lapsus_Pemilulegislatif_kualitascaleg.shtml.
28 Kompas, 13 May 2014; “Rulers’ Cronies Elected to DPRD; Political
Dynasty Occurs in All Regions” page 24.
29 See foot note 14.
30 Interview with Taufik Basari, Legislator Candidate of DPR-RI for Jakarta Timur Election Area, Thursday, 21 May 2014.
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31 Prins David Saut, 28 May 2014, “Constitutional Court Rejects to Continue Examining Hundreds of Requests of Legislative Election Results”
(http://news.detik.com/Pemilu2014/read/2014/05/28/222300/259455
4/1562/mk-tolak-lanjutkan-pemeriksaan-ratusan-berkas-permohonanhasil-pileg).
32 Kompas, 27 April 2014, “Investigate Thoroughly the Archer of Legislative Candidate; Police Looks Into Two Murder Alibis”.
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supporters got mad at being suspected.33 Violence between
General Election participating actors and supporters
triggered by vote difference can be initiated by partiality
and weakness of General Election agency in dealing with
pressure. At the same time, violence targets are not only
aimed at party fellow competitors, legislator candidates and
supporting masses, but also at legislative General Election
organizing institutions like KPU, Panwaslu, and law enforcing
personnel.

obstacle for those who want to report General Election
violation actions.
Taufik Basari (candidate of Indonesian House of
Representative of Jakarta Election Area and Head of Law,
Advocacy and Human Rights of National Democratic Party)
stated that it occurred due to several things. Firstly, the
function of Bawaslu is more passive as it only takes actions
when there is a report. Secondly, the legal regulation is
also not feasible because there is a time limit for reporting
General Election’s criminal actions. Thirdly, the proving
process of General Election’s criminal actions is difficult
because reports on General Election criminal actions require
the presence of witnesses. Meanwhile, many community
members who are aware of money politics do not want to be
witnesses because it will put them into difficulty and waste
their time. Moreover, there is no direct advantage to get if
they want to be witnesses.

Institutional Factor of General Election Organizing (Pemilu)
is one of the key elements that support smooth general
election implementation. According to the SNPK data, during
the 2014 legislative General Election, there were 39 violent
cases related directly to and aimed at the general election
organizing institution. Fifteen cases occurred at the village
level (KPPS and PPS), 10 cases at the subdistrict level (PPK),
and 11 cases at the district/city level (District/city level KPU
and District/ city Panwaslu).

The three things show that the existing legal rules in practice
do not make the reporting process of General Election’s
violation and criminal actions easier. Legal rules that should
facilitate the process of General Election’s violation and
legal action resolution, followed by adequate level of legal
awareness and political awareness in the society, can reduce
violent and illegal actions.

Beside that, there are two attack cases against the police, and
one attack case against Civil Service Police Unit. Most of the
violent actions included 23 destructions, 11 maltreatment
cases, 4 anarchic demonstration cases, one clash case, and
one brawl case.
Overall violent actions related to the General Election
organizing institution occurred at the district/city, subdistrict
and village levels.34 Meanwhile, violent actions beyond the
district/ city level rarely occurred. This indicates that General
Election organizers at the village, subdistrict, and district/
city levels are very prone to be the targets of violent actions
rather than General Election organizers at the provincial and
national levels.

Violence against General Election organizers at the grass root
level occurs more because they are directly faced with voters
and General Election’s participants. Organizers at this level
are involved in all phases of General Election, starting from
the updating of voters lists through voting and recapitulation
of vote counting so that dissatisfaction over the performance
of General Election organizers in every phase can directly
be observed, felt and monitored by voters, supporters of
legislator candidates and legislators candidates themselves.
Consequently, General Election organizers at the grass root
level often times become the targets of dissatisfaction among
voters, supporters and legislator candidates.

Actually, Law No. 8 Year 2012 has provided space of
mechanism for resolving any violation and criminal actions
against General Election. Nevertheless, dissatisfaction over
voting process and recapitulation of vote counting are
still manifested into expressions of anarchical actions and
violence against General Election organizers. To ensure legal
certainty, Law No. 8 Year 2012 has determined the periods
of reporting and handling of any violence and disputes of
General Election. However, this time limitation also becomes

The SNPK data identifies some violent actions related to
dissatisfaction over General Election organizers. One of
the incidents occurred at the polling day in which a group
of people from Hobong hamlet attacked the polling station
(TPS) in Hobong village in Sentani subdistrict, Jayapura
district, Papua. The attack was triggered because some
voters did not get voting invitation letters and some voters
represented those who were dead already. Another incident
occurred in Topo village, Uwapa subdistrict, Nabire district,
Papua. An organizer of the KPPS (Voting Organizing Group)
was attacked by two legislator candidates and 40 supporters
of the candidates because they did not accept vote counting
result they got. The violent incident got the victim badly
injured, the polling station damaged and a house burned.

33
Ibid.
34
Institutional structure of general election organizers is established
by levels from the central through village level. The General Election Commission (KPU) is established at the central level, then it is followed at the
provincial and district/ city levels permanently for five years. In the voting
implementation, ad-hoc instruments are set up at the subdistrict, village
and (polling stations) TPS levels. For overseas voting are established Overseas Election Committee (PPLN) and Overseas Voting Organizing Group
(KPPSLN). For election supervision, beside the Election Supervisory Board
(Bawaslu) at the central level, provincial Election Supervisor Board is set
up. Both of them are permanent for five years. At the district/ city, subdistrict, village and overseas level, ad-hoc boards are set up. See Law No. 15
Year 2011 on Election Organizing Institution especially Article 1 paragraph
(5). In the same law is also set up Election Organizers Ethics Council (DKPP)
which is a unity of general election organizing function. In the general election implementation, beside the institutional structure above in practice
also involves supporting institutions such as security elements (the Police)
for securing General election implementation as well as Election criminal
handlings along with prosecutor. Beside that, there is also another institutional element that indirectly supports General Election implementation,
such as the Civil Service Police Unit in taking actions to campaign tools,
stickers, banners, and big banners in roadsides and public places.
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Violence against organizers at the grass-root level is caused
by huge potential for General Election frauds. This is because
the TPS level is the very first level where recapitulation of
votes is done before it is taken to the PPS and PPK levels which
will then be continued by recapitulation and determination
of recapitulation results at district/city KPU. The process from
TPS until before it becomes a determination of vote counting
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Secondly; some of General Election organizers were not
professional yet. The capacity of General Election organizers
is important to understand existing legal regulations in
order that that they can carry it out well. From the analysis
of SNPK data there is violence against General Election
organizers because of disappointment of voters and General
Election participants over the less professional General
Election organizer performance. The disappointment, for
instance, occur due to suspected vote mark-up, false vote
counting, and some administrative flaws by the General
Election organizers. One of the important incidents occurred
in Bima city, Nusa Tenggara Barat in which ballot papers
for the election of Bima City House of Representative in
TPS 11 of Raba, in Dompu Barat were missing without any
clear reasons. Consequently, supporters of one legislator
candidate of the House of Representatives clashed with the
police.

recapitulation constitutes a space for high possibility of
mark-up or reduction of votes. According to data from the
Indonesian Police Public Relations Division, based on the
group of the 2014 General Election criminal action doers
especially in the voting period (9 April 2014), there were
282 doers of General Election criminal actions in which the
highest number was done by KPPS members (116 people).
At the high level of fraud potential, at this level all parties
that have interests of vote counting will concentrate fully on
securing their interests. Tension due to suspicion on frauds
often impacts on the emergency of violence. An incident
of damaging an office in subdistrict Seram Bagian Barat
Utama, Maluku Tengah district, that was used for holding
the plenary PPK session occurred because it was triggered
by an indication of vote manipulation in some villages. The
SNPK data identifies that the incident occurred because
witnesses from Gerindra and PKPI parties were involved
in debate with the chairperson and members of Western
Seram Utara subdistrict’s PPK over the vote results. The PPK
chairperson temporarily suspended the plenary meeting to
pacify conflicts but the mass of people rejected the decision
and demanded re-counting to be done immediately. The
situation outside the subdistrict office got tense because of
the rejection of the re-counting demand so that the mass did
destructive actions.

Thirdly; Delay and wrong shipment of General Election
logistics potentially trigger disappointment which ends up
with violence. One of the incidents related to the problems
was recorded in Hobong hamlet, Sentani subdistrict, Jayapura
district, Papua. In the hamlet there was destruction of TPS by
a group of Hobong hamlet residents because they were on
the Permanent Voters List (DPT) but did not get invitation
letters or C6 forms.
Fourthly; General Election execution will run well if
accompanied by the level of awareness and compliance to
laws by the people. Law has provided a space and mechanism
for resolving General Election violations, both disputes and
criminal actions of General Election. However, some of the
people are not satisfied with the results. For example, this
is seen in the road blockade incident as a form of rejection
by Wakan villagers in Jeriowaru subdistrict, Lombok Timur
district, Nusa Tenggara Barat of the decision of Lombok
Timur Local General Election Commission (KPUD) to carry
out re-voting in TPS 11 of Tanger Hamlet.

The important thing to consider is that, institutionally, General
Election organizers at the village and subdistrict levels are ad
hoc. This is even difficult because the problem at this low
level is relatively tough because their position as the frontliners in determining whether General Election runs well or
not. Even though institutional structure of General Election
organizers at this level is ad hoc, it does not mean the quality
and credibility are ignored because the strengthening and
improvement of their professionalism is a guarantee of
successful General Election execution. Therefore, KPU must
focus on strengthening this level in order that the selection
and recruitment processes of PPK, PPS and KPPS members
should become the priority agenda as the initial step to
ensure successful General Election execution.

Factor of typical local conflicts also contribute to increased
violent incidents in the 2014 General Election. Such
phenomenon is clearly seen in the 2014 General Election
in Aceh. In the execution of the General Election, Aceh is a
region that has quite often violent incidents. The SNPK data
records 87 violent incidents in Aceh which caused five deaths,
injured 31 people, and damaged 31 buildings. The number
of incidents in Aceh reached 53% from all the incidents in the
SNPK program monitoring regions.

The institutional challenge of General Election organizers is
not merely caused by the institutional factor. However, it must
be seen in a wider framework, namely the establishment
and execution of the tasks of General Election organizers
institutions based on laws. Problems related to General
Election organizers institutions must be seen in the relations
among the following four components.

Violence related to political issues does not only occur in the
execution of the 2014 General Election. If observed more
deeply, violent incidents always occur in political incidents in
Aceh, like General Election or Local Leader General Election
(Picture 8). The violent trends growingly got stronger after
the peace deal of Helsinki MoU in 2005. If in the massive
violence during 1998-2005, conflicts were vertical between
the Indonesian Government and Aceh Free Movement
(GAM), then after the Helsinki MoU more dominant violence
were horizontal, namely conflicts between candidates or
supporters who competed in political events, such as General
Election and Local General Election. The violent trends also
shows tendency of violent conflict dynamics shifting in Aceh.

First; legal substance or legislations of General Election
still leaves behind problems such as very short limitation
of reporting time of General Election criminal actions.
The reporting process is also difficult because it requires
witnesses; however people are reluctant to be witness of
General Election criminal actions because the law does not
give them any benefit. This has made the people reluctant
to report General Election criminal actions to relevant
institutions. Some people even express their disappointment
over the General Election execution through violence.
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Picture 8. The Trend of Violence Related to Political Conflict in Aceh (1998-April 2014)

This also indicates that, like in post-conflict areas, potential
for violent conflict repetitions is relatively significant in Aceh,
even though with different scale and types of violence.35

The conflicts caused division among former combatants,
called by Aspinall, and triggered violence at the local level
especially during the campaign period.39 After 2006, division
between former GAM members continues to surface and
was very obvious in the general election period. The 2012
Gubernatorial General Election becomes one of the strong
competitions among former GAM members. Division
occurred because Irwandi Yusuf (former GAM elite and
Aceh Governor in 2006-20012) nominate himself again and
compete with the coupled candidate Zaini Abdullah-Muzakir
Manaf supported by Aceh Party. The conflict caused a series
of violence in both group.40 A dominant series of violence
is destruction of campaign tools in the 2012 Local General
Election, beside maltreatment, beatings, shootings and
grenade throwing.

Furthermore, general election is one of the democratic
elements which become one of the spirits as outlined in the
MoU of Helsinki Peace Agreement.36 Not only that, general
election (both local and national) becomes the hope of many
parties as one of the efforts to defend and maintain peace
development process happening in Aceh.37 However, violent
conflicts continue to grow and happen in the execution of
general election (including 2014 General Election) so that it
becomes part of the classical problems in General Election in
almost all parts in Indonesia that contributes the emergence
of violence such as suspicion on partial organizers tools,
money politics and involvement of government personnel
(PNS) in supporting one of the competing candidates.
However, violence is also triggered by typical causes within
the political conflict dynamics in Aceh, namely conflicts
between former GAM personnel and increase in the use of
arms.

Not only that, conflicts among former GAM members
occurred again in the 2014 General Election. Irwandi Yusuf
who lost in the 2012 Local General Election established a
new local party namely National Aceh Party in 2012 and
managed to join the 2014 General Election. The presence of
PNA who contains former GAM members becomes one of
the strong candidates to erode Aceh Party votes (interview
with former KIP member, 12 June 2013). In the execution of
2014 General Election, fierce competition occurred between
PNA and Aceh Party especially to win the seats of DPRA and
DPRK. Effort to attack one another in public discourse is also
seen, such as the saying of Aceh Deputy Governor who was
also the leader of Aceh Party, Muzakir Manaf who said PNA is
the Acehnese Christian party (Tribunnews.com, 23 February
2014). The PNA group fiercely criticized the current Acehnese
government which is considered to have improved poverty so
that PNA needs to take salvaging actions (Analisadaily.com,
2 April 2014). Not only the battle in the discourse, conflicts

Firstly, conflicts between former GAM members (Gerakan
Aceh Merdeka) become the contributor to the increased
violence in political events such as General Election and
Local General Election. Historically, conflicts among former
GAM members after the Helsinki Peace Agreement started
to surface since the 2006 Local General Election (Pilkada).38
35 Collier, Hoeffler, and Söderbom, 2006; World Development Report,
2011.
36 See the Peace Deal of Helsinki MoU, especially one understanding
related to political participation in the execution of free and fair election.
37 In his remarks, Aceh Governor cum Aceh Region Guardian stated that
the 2014 General Election may become a facility to sustain peace development in Aceh. (www.bbc.co.uk, 9 April 2014).
38 In the 2006 Gubernatorial Election, senior/ eldery groups gave more
support for the couple Hasbi-Humman, meanwhile young groups that
joined Aceh Transition Committee (KPA) felt being forced to support the
couple. In the Gubernatorial election, the couple Irwandi-Nazar successfully won because one of the key factors was strong support from GAM
military wing in KPA (Aspinall, 2008).
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39 See, Aspinall, Edward. (2008). General Election: Consolidation of
Peace, In Aguswandi & Large, J. (eds.). Accord: Political reconfiguration of
Aceh peace process. London. Conciliation Resources Publication.
40 See Remarks on THC Policy Edition 01/July 2012 and THM Peace and
Policy Study Edition 4/August 2013
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between the two groups also triggered violent incidents at
the grass root level. SNPK data shows most of the violent
incidents during the execution.

him the guns are in the hands of civilians and many others
are still stored in forests. The Aceh local police also pointed
out that guns circulating in Aceh were the remaining guns
from the conflict which had not been thoroughly destroyed
after the Helsinki MoU in 2005 (Kompas, 6 March 2014).

The 2014 General Election in Aceh involved legislator
candidates and masses of supporters from both groups. For
instance, attacking incidents that claimed one live of one of
the National Aceh Party’s Branch Leadership was allegedly
done by Aceh Party’s supporters in Aceh Utara on April 6,
2014. The incident was triggered by a suspicion that the
Head of the National Aceh Party’s Branch Leadership lowered
the Aceh Party flag attribute. Besides that, various triggers
related to the violence included concerns over legislator
candidates of a group that may potentially gain significant
votes, retaliation of previous violent incidents, and suspected
planned violence.41

The second is concerning guns supply from outside Aceh.44
Several cases show that guns supply often comes from
outside Aceh such as Medan city. The last case was the
finding of 12 guns by Medan Central Post Office staff who
wanted to smuggle them into Aceh region (waspada.co.id,
27 March 2014).45 The guns allegedly came from Jawa
Timur’s Tulungagung area. The third issue is related the role
of security personnel who supply guns to violent actors.
The on-going pattern is security personnel’s gun rental to
violence actors like in the brutal attack by guns on National
Democratic Party’s (Nasdem) command post in Aceh Utara
on February 16, 2014. In that case, the perpetrator admitted
that the gun was rented from one of the local TNI (Indonesian
Military) personnel (Kompas, 18 March 2014).

In the Aceh context after the Helsinki Peace Agreement,
general election becomes a democratic instrument that
enables former GAM members to get into governmental
structures. However, it is to be regretted that general
elections become open conflict arenas among former GAM
members, which are often followed by a series of violent
incidents involving the conflicting parties.

Reflection on the 2014 Legislative Election
Implementation
The SNPK data provides a strong rationale that the violence
related to the legislative election in the period of January
– April 2014 does not picture the overall condition of
implementation of the celebration of democracy due to
several reasons. Firstly, the violent incidents are dominated
by small-scale and local violence. Various forms of violence
take the form of destruction of campaign tools such as big
banners and destruction of properties owned by competitors
such as cars, houses, and party command posts. Meanwhile,
the spread of violent incidents are concentrated in Aceh
province (53.7%). The study result shows that the local
violence in the legislative election is influenced by post Aceh
conflict condition. After the Helsinki agreement, there was
a transformation of vertical conflict pattern between GAM
and the state into horizontal conflict pattern among former
GAM members. The new conflict pattern can be observed
in the incdents of competition related to legislative election
in the period of January – April 2014. The violent cases in
the 2014 General Election in Aceh require special attention
because endless conflicts among the relevant parties have
high potential for destroying the consolidation of peace
process already established in Aceh.

Secondly, Increased use of guns also contributes to violence
in political events in Aceh. The existence of guns among the
society often triggers the emergence of political violence.42
Based on the SNPK data, during the 2014 General Election
execution there were six violent incidents using guns and
killing four people and injured six others.43 The attacking
and terror actions against legislator candidates or masses
of supporters of party competitors become dominant
violent patters related to the use of guns in Aceh during
the execution of the 2014 General Election. For example, a
shooting incident at legislator candidate of Aceh National
Party was done by unidentified persons in Aceh Selatan
on March 2, 2014. The incident made him shot dead with
46 bullets. Another incident was a shooting action at a car
labeled Aceh party by unidentified persons in Bireun district
on March 31, 2014, that killed three people: two of them
were female and a one-and-a-half- year old baby.
Increased cases of gun use are related to relatively wide
circulation of guns in Aceh. The Iskandar Muda Military
Command (Kodam) Chief, Major General TNI Pandu Wibowo,
said security personnel did not know for sure how many
guns circulated in the society. However, he predicted many
guns still circulated in the society (waspada.co.id, 20 January
2014). This was shown by a series of confiscation by the police
who collected 12 organic arms and 17 air soft guns during
the 2014 General Election campaign in Aceh (Liputan6.com,
7 April 2014). If observed further, widespread circulation of
guns in Aceh is influenced by some issues. The first issue is
related to the existence of guns used during the conflict of
Indonesian government and GAM. One of the local party
leaders in Aceh said that currently the existence of ex-conflict
guns are quite many (interview, 13 June 2013). According to

Secondly, the participation of the actors in the 2014 Legislative
Election event plays an important role in maintaining
peaceful election in Indonesia. Increased public participation
shows in general that one of the important actors, namely
voters have supported democratic activities in Indonesia.
However, in some areas, other actors like political parties,
legislator candidates and masses of supporters in a not44 The pattern also develops greatly in Indonesia in which the increased
use of guns in an area is related to the supply from the surrounding areas.
See International Crisis Group (ICG) report on Illicit Arms in Indonesia,
September 2010.
45 Beside that, supply of guns into Aceh is also pointed out to come
from one of the home-made guns in Cipacing, Bandung, Jawa Barat. Usually the guns are paid cash or bartered with marijuana (ICG report on Illicit
Arms in Indonesia, September 2010).

41 See THC Peace and Policy Study, Edition 04/August 2013
42 Collier (2009, p. 124).
43 Based on the SNPK data, there are 10 incidents using organic guns
which killed six people and injured 20 others at the 2012 Aceh local election.
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sporting manner make use of violent methods to overcome
competition to win legislative seats. This has been worsened
by partiality of General Election organizers. This shows that
improvement in the institutional side of political parties and
organizing institutions should be prioritized to strengthen
the actors to act in a sporting way and handle pressure in
the competition among candidates, and be able to deal with
intensity and dynamics of the election execution.

is deemed not to accord the condition of only having two
couples of presidential candidates. This can trigger conflicts
because although a particular presidential candidate has
gotten more than 50% votes if the candidate cannot get 20%
of the votes spread, this requires the second round.

Thirdly, If seen from the aspect of violence, the open-list
and proportional representation general election used in
the 2014 Legislative Election is not the cause of the violent
incidents. Given the fact that the system was just used in
this very legislative election (see Open-List Proportional
Representation System box), it will require time and process
to shape the maturity of General Election participating
actors and organizing institutions so that they can maturely
utilize the system. Specifically, in relation to violence in
various areas, incidents occur at the district/city, subdistrict
and village levels so that all parties are encouraged to pay
attention to the local condition. This means that improvement
and empowerment of democratic values, sportivity in
competition and professionalism need to be implanted in
the actors’ minds at the local level. Future improvements
at the local level in the form of local government become an
important element in preparing those actors for participation
in the future general election execution. Further studies are
required to understand factors that drive violent actions in
the political dynamics and local democracy at the local level,
especially at the subdistrict and village levels.

From above four study results, SNPK-THC team would offer
the following recommendations.

Recommendation

1. From the aspect of General Election participating
actors

Lastly, the study becomes an important lesson on the eve
of presidential election to be held on July 9, 2014. The
peace deal between presidential candidates Prabowo-Hatta
and Jokowi-JK becomes the key and guarantee for peace
in the campaign phase and cooling-off phase before the
voting. Given the fact that SNPK data shows most violent
incidents in the previous legislative election occurred in the
campaign phase, the deal is expected to reduce potential for
violence in the presidential candidate campaign phase due
to intensified competition. However, the study also shows
that even though there is reduction of incidents from the
campaign phase to voting phase, violence resume to increase
at the vote recapitulation phase. This tendency becomes a
signal for presidential candidates participating in the general
election, coalition parties, masses of supporters, election
organizers, and security personnel to take anticipatory and
alert measures at the vote recapitulation. This tendency
is also supported by two factors, namely for the first time
presidential candidacy only has two couples and the elected
candidate determining system based on 50 percent + 1 vote.
Competition between the two coupled presidential and vice
presidential candidatesstill leaves behind problems because
the parties of the two candidates used to collaborate but then
they dispute on the previous agreement. Violent incidents
due to vote difference of legislative candidates in Morotai,
Maluku Utara show that even only one vote difference has
high potential for violent actions. Besides that, another
requirement to be reached by the candidates, namely 20%
votes in each province spread more than half of the number
of provinces in Indonesia also fuels controversy because it
Peace and Policy Review

a.

Political parties, governments and general election
organizing institutions need to prioritize political
education and implantation of democratic values
for political party’s cadres, legislative candidates,
masses of supporters and young voters. Political
parties are obliged to conduct recruitment and
regeneration based on democratic values. The
strengthening of political education can be carried
out through formal education at schools for young
voters. KPUD can take active role in conducting
extensions on democratic values and general
election procedures to the people at the local
level.

b.

Political parties must offer competent candidates
in order that increased public participation and
improvement in general election system deliver
positive impacts for consolidation of democracy.
Political parties must create good regeneration
process to get legislative candidates and build
constituents’ basis.

c.

Legal and institutional instruments need to be
improved for handling frauds that involve money
politics, for example improvements in reporting
mechanism of general election’s criminal actions
related to money politics.

2. From the institutional aspect
a. More violence and violations of General Election
occur at the district, subdistrict and village levels.
Therefore, strengthening of General Election
organizers should be more focused at the district,
subdistrict, and village levels as they are the frontline organizers of general election. The initial
measure to take is improvements in the aspect of
mechanism for selecting PPK, PPS, KPPS, District
supervisory committee (Panwas), Subdistrict
supervisor committee (subdistrict), and Field General
Election Supervisor in order to get professional
and credible people as general election organizers.
Since the General Election organizers at this level
are more ad hoc, beside selection mechanism,
what should be done is to improve knowledge
and skills capacities as General Election organizers
including General Election resolution mechanism
for violations. With the problem resolution at the
lowest level, this can prevent the problems from
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growing at the higher level: provincial and national
levels. Therefore, strengthening of General Election
problem resolution mechanism is more effective
to be done at the village, subdistrict and district
levels.

The next Peace and Policy Review will analyze data
from May-August 2014 and will be published in
November 2014. For more information please contact
nvms@habibiecenter.or.id
NVMS Peace and Policy Review database can be
accessed through the website www.snpk-indonesia.com

b. PPK, PPS, KPPS, District Supervisory Committee
(Panwas Kabupaten), Subdistrict Supervisory
Committee (Panwas Kecamatan) and Field General
Election Supervisors are vulnerable to violent
actions so that there should be guaranteed security
and safely from the police.
c.

The police needs to thoroughly investigate
violent cases in the execution of 2014 General
Election. Professional case investigation is deemed
important to be done in order that the people gain
legal certainty and reduce suspicion on violent
perpetrators. Police personnel should also enforce
the law, not only to direct violent perpetrators,
but also any concerned parties who allegedly give
instruction to commit violence.

3. From local context aspect
a. Local parties in Aceh need to give political education
to the cadres and supporters down to the grass-root
level. The political education is important so that
the cadres and supporters can prioritize democratic
instruments rather than violent practices in every
general election in Aceh.
b. Local political parties that are often involved in
conflicts in Aceh (PA and PNA) needs reconciliation.
Such effort can be facilitated by provincial
government and also security personnel to
immediately stop prolonged conflicts.
c.

Security personnel (Police and TNI/ Indonesian
Military) need to firmly carry out efforts of reducing
gun circulation. This can be done by conducting
regular sweeping and not only on the eve of General
Election to block the free space for guns trading.
---
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the period January-April 2012, there were 2,408
incidents of violence that resulted in 302 deaths,
2,044 injuries, and 682 buildings damaged in the
nine provinces monitored under the National
Violence Monitoring System (NVMS) Program. Of
these incidents of violence, 61% arose from violent
conﬂicts. Other categories of violence observed were
crime (28%), domestic violence (8%), and security
forces violence (4%). Although the total number of
incidents in 2012 was down 6% against the average for
January-April 2006-2008, the number of deaths rose
13% and damage to building increased signiﬁcantly
by 115%. The increase in the number of deaths in
2012 was primarily due to violent conﬂict associated
with the local elections, and the majority of the
damage to building was the result of inter-ethnic
conﬂict. The largest number of injuries resulted from
violent incidents associated with protests against the
government’s proposed reduction of reﬁned fuel oil
subsidies.
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of Buru, Maluku, resulting in 11 deaths and 22 injuries.

This policy brief aims to explain the trends in violence
Land disputes, either between community members or
monitored during the period January to April 2012,
between community members and corporations, resulted
and to examine in detail the two issues mentioned
in nine deaths and 16 injuries. A number of other incidents
above. This policy brief is expected to be able to
related to separatism occurred in Papua resulting in 12
provide input for policy makers at local and national
deaths and 26 injures.
level, and for civil society organisations working in
the area of
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management.
In addition
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Violent conﬂict associated with the local elections
occurred in the provinces of Nanggroe Aceh
Darussalam (Aceh) and Papua. In Aceh, there
were 111 incidents, and in Papua there were eight
incidents. Most of the incidents were between
political party supporters. The escalation of violence
in the run up to the local elections in Aceh province
started in October 2011. The root of this conﬂict is
thought to be dispute between governor incumbent
Irwandi Yusuf and the Aceh Party. During this period,
an ensuing 48 injuries and 14 buildings damaged
were recorded. In Papua, violent conﬂict associated
with the local elections resulted in 19 deaths, 115
injuries, and 130 buildings damaged. This type of
conﬂict requires ﬁrm handling by the security forces
to prevent the long term consolidation of democracy
from being disrupted. Equally, political parties must
consolidate their functions as aggregators of the
interests of, and channels of communication with,
constituents in order to suppress potential violence.
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time. Throughout May-June 2013, 33 incidents
of violent demonstrations caused 43 injuries.
Such incidents occurred in Greater Jakarta area,
Maluku Utara, and Nusa Tenggara Barat.
The most noteworthy example of Pemilukadarelated violence is the two clash incidents
between the supporters of Sumba Barat Daya
candidates for Regent. The two incidents caused
three deaths, one injury, and 19 buildings
damaged. Those incidents were prompted by
the ruling of Constitutional Court that the paired
candidates of Markus Dairo Tallu-Ndara Tanggu
Kaha have won Pemilukada according to the
result of Sumba Barat Daya Regional General
Election Committee (KPUD-Komisi Pemilihan
Umum Daerah) recapitulation.
Separatism-related incidents were still dominated
by gunﬁre-related incidents between armed
group suspected to be the Free Papua Movement
(OPM-Organisasi Papua Merdeka) and the
security forces; such as the gunﬁre-related
incident in Jigonikme Village, Puncak Jaya District,
which caused the deaths of two civilians and one
member of National Armed Forces (TNI-Tentara
Nasional Indonesia). In this period, incidents of
violent demonstrations conducted by college
student groups and the West Papua National
Committee (KNPB-Komite Nasional Papua Barat)
have also been recorded.
In this period, a series of terrorism acts toward
the security forces was signiﬁcantly noteworthy,
such as the two shooting incidents toward the
security forces in Ciputat and Pondok Aren, Kota
Tangerang Selatan, Banten, which caused the
deaths of three policemen.
In the second part of this Peace and Policy
Review, land dispute between local residents will
be the main focus of this edition of Peace and
Policy Review as it is a phenomenon showing the
extent of land access restriction for an individual
or a group. According to the NVMS data in 2005August 2013, there was an increasing tendency
of land dispute between local residents. 338
violent incidents related to land dispute between
local residents were recorded, which caused 92
deaths, 628 injuries, and 614 buildings damaged.
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